The human visual system has a remarkable capacity to recognize thousands of objects, despite changes in location, distance, viewpoint and illumination. How the brain achieves this 'object constancy' is largely unknown [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Visual recognition may involve several stages, from extracting shape information based on cues such as edges and textures, to matching this information with memory representations. The precise nature of such object representations is currently under dispute [3] [4] [5] .
stimulus. Behaviorally, perceptual priming improves performance on various object recognition tasks, with or without explicit recollection of the initial viewing 17 . Studies of this learning effect report that priming occurs across changes in object position 18 , size 19, 20 , color 21 and even viewpoint when crucial parts of the image are preserved 2, 9 . Recent findings show, however, that recognition is best with repetition of the same viewpoint [3] [4] [5] 7 ; this has been interpreted as evidence for view-based representations. If it is the case that adjacent columns of neurons in temporal cortex each code for distinct views, pooling different columns of neurons to interpolate between these representations might then underlie apparent view-invariant performance 3, 5 .
Single-cell recordings in monkeys 13, 22 and functional imaging in humans 17 have shown that for neurons tuned to particular stimulus attributes, priming decreases the neural response to repeated presentations of a stimulus as compared with the initial presentation. Positron emission tomography (PET) and fMRI studies have shown such priming-related decreases in temporal cortex for repeated words 23, 24 , faces 25 and objects [26] [27] [28] . In most studies, the same 25, 26 or part of the same 23, 27 stimulus was repeated. Other experiments have compared conditions such as identical object versus different exemplars sharing the same name 28 , nameable versus non-nameable line drawings 29 and structurally possible versus impossible objects 30 .
Repetition effects in event-related fMRI are useful for determining the critical properties to which neurons respond, even when populations with different selectivity overlap in the same region. Thus, if neurons in neighboring columns code for distinct views of In experiment 1, real and non-sense objects were shown twice each, in identical form. Real object categories, such as 'chairs', had two exemplars each. This resulted in six trial types: a particular item from a real object category (RO A ), another item from that category (RO B ) or a non-sense object (NO), each presented either for the first or second time (for example, RO A1 versus RO A2 ). (b) In experiment 2, all real objects from the first experiment were shown a third time with either the same or a different viewpoint, and either the same or a different size, intermingled with new objects and new non-sense objects. This resulted in six trial types: real objects repeated with same view and same size (V s S s ), same view but different size (V s S d ), same size but different view (V d S s ), different view and different size (V d S d ); new real objects (RO new ); and new non-sense objects (NO new ). The same critical object parts were kept visible across viewpoint changes. An equal number of items from set A and set B were distributed within each repeated condition.
the same object (as proposed by some theories of view-specific recognition 5 ), then regional activity should be reduced by repeating an object with the same view, but not by repeating an object with a different view. A similar logic was applied in recent functional imaging work [31] [32] [33] to examine the effects of various shape or object transformations (retinal position, size, rotation, illumination or partial occlusion). One experimental design varies these parameters across immediate repetition trial pairs 31, 32 ; another compares blocks of repeated identical images with blocks of changing images 33 . Although this 'fMRI adaptation' approach has proved useful 34 , data from immediate repetition studies may reflect anticipated recurrence or novelty/mismatch effects on attention 35, 36 , rather than priming effects per se. Moreover, neural adaptation during repetition of the same image may not relate to the long-term priming effects found in behavioral object recognition tasks.
We therefore examined the fMRI correlates of priming when same or different images recurred randomly after an unpredictable number of intervening trials, so that subjects would not come to expect repetitions or particular changes in object appearance. With this design we also were able to assess whether behavioral facilitation was concomitant with fMRI repetition effects. By systematically manipulating repetition, we delineated neural systems with differential sensitivity to specific object attributes (size, view or name). Our main findings indicate view-independent priming in left fusiform cortex, and view-dependent priming in right fusiform cortex.
RESULTS

Experiment 1
In the first experiment, real and non-sense 3D objects were each shown twice in a pseudo-random order ( Fig. 1a; see Methods). All real objects included two distinct items from the same category with the same name (any object from set B occurring later than a same-name object from set A). The primary goal of this experiment was to give participants exposure to objects that would be subsequently repeated as primed stimuli in experiment 2. A secondary goal was to investigate (i) effects of stimulus repetition, including effects of repeating visually-identical images of real objects (that match pre-existing memory representations) or nonsense objects (that presumably do not match pre-existing representations of the whole object); and (ii) effects of repeating meaningful objects that shared the same name but were visually distinct (different exemplars of the same category).
Participants classified each item as a real or non-sense object by key-presses, using the right hand. Performance revealed few errors (mean, 2.1%) and reliable behavioral priming ( Table 1) . Repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that reaction times (RTs) were faster for real objects than for nonsense objects (F 1,11 = 22.3, P < 0.001), and faster on repeated than on first occurrences for both stimulus types (F 1,11 = 28.7, P < 0.001). There was a significant interaction between stimulus type and repetition (F 1,11 = 5.8, P = 0.03), indicating greater priming for real objects than for non-sense objects. Repetition of objects with the same name produced a non-significant advantage for the first occurrence of items in set B, as compared to the first occurrence of similar exemplars in set A ( Table 1 ; paired t-test, t 11 = 1.11, P = 0.14, one-tailed).
Repetition effects in fMRI
We first determined regions showing common repetition decreases for both real (RO) and non-sense (NO) objects (a conjunction of [RO A1 + RO B1 > RO A2 + RO B2 ] and [NO 1 > NO 2 ]) 37 . Such effects were found in bilateral inferior temporal gyri, extending medially into posterior fusiform cortex and laterally into right inferior occipital gyrus ( Table 2; Fig. 2a, b, and c) . These regions correspond to those previously described as the lateral occipital articles Table 2) . Fusiform responses extended from the temporo-occipital sulcus posteriorly to the collateral sulcus anteriorly ( Fig. 2a and d) . The same comparison restricted to non-sense objects (NO 1 > NO 2 ) showed significant repetition effects in inferior temporal cortex alone ( Table 2) . At a lower statistical threshold, weak decreases for repeated non-sense objects were additionally seen only in lateral occipital cortex (peak Talairach x, y, z coordinates, 42, -87, -6 and -48, -72, -3; Z = 2.89 and 2.73; P ≤ 0.003 uncorrected) and right posterior fusiform gyrus (42, -54, -21; Z = 2.75; P = 0.003). Thus, repetition of meaningful objects affected larger and more anterior areas as compared with the meaningless, though structurally possible, non-sense objects (Fig. 2) (Fig. 2g) , as well as in left frontal cortex ( Table 2 ). The same results were obtained when testing repetition effects for an equal number of real and non-sense objects (rather than twice as many real objects), using two different randomly selected subsets of real objects for each subject. Overall, these fMRI results paralleled our behavioral findings of greater priming for real objects than for non-sense objects. No voxel showed repetition decreases that were significantly greater for non-sense objects.
Notably, fusiform regions were unaffected by repetition of different exemplars from the same category with the same name ( Fig. 2h and i) , indicating that selective repetition effects for real objects involved visual representations, not lexico-semantic processes (such as mentally naming recognized stimuli, which subjects were not instructed to do). When the first occurrence of nameable objects was directly compared to the subsequent repetitions of any items with the same name (RO A1 > RO B1 + RO A2 + RO B2 ), significant decreases specific to lexico-semantic repetition were found in left inferior frontal gyrus alone ( Table 2 ; Fig. 2j and k) . This corroborates previous studies of semantic priming 24, 39 .
Some regions were activated more by real than by non-sense objects, independent of repetition ([RO A1 + RO B1 + RO A2 + RO B2 ] > [NO 1 + NO 2 ]). These included bilateral anterior fusiform, left posterior parietal and left parahippocampal cortex ( Table 3) . No region showed greater activation for non-sense than for real objects.
Correlation with reaction times
As RTs differed for each task condition, we further analyzed the imaging data to find brain areas where activity varied in direct proportion to the RT to each stimulus, regardless of trial type. Such RT effects were primarily found in premotor regions of lateral frontal (45, 27, -12 
Experiment 2
After a 3-4 minute break, subjects began a second task-the critical test for invariance in priming across changes in object appearance. All real objects presented during experiment 1 were shown once again, this time with size (same or different) and viewpoint (same or different) manipulated as compared with the first presentation, in a systematic 2 × 2 factorial design (Fig. 1b) . Repeated, or 'old', objects were randomly intermingled with new real objects and new non-sense objects.
Participants again performed an object-decision task, making few errors (mean 1.5%) and showing reliable behavioral priming ( Table 1 ). There was a significant effect of stimulus type (repeated, new or non-sense objects; F 2,10 = 17.5, P < 0.001), with faster RTs to repeated than to new objects (F 1,10 = 46.8, P < 0.001). Further analysis restricted to repeated objects revealed an RT cost for changing viewpoint (F 1,10 = 5.3, P = 0.044) but not for changing size (F 1,10 = 0.5), with no interaction between size and viewpoint (F 1,10 = 0.7). Notably, RTs to objects repeated with changes in both view and size were still faster than those to new objects (t 10 = 3.5, P = 0.005), indicating some 'object constancy' in priming.
Repetition effects in fMRI
A main effect of object repetition, with decreased activity for all repeated versus new real objects, pooling over all views and sizes, was found bilaterally in anterior and posterior regions of fusiform cortex ( Table 4) . Our factorial manipulation of size and view across repetition (Fig. 1b) enabled us not only to test for neural systems maintaining size-or view-specific representations, but also to distinguish between these two different forms of image specificity 8, 19 . This design allowed us to test whether view-and size-specific effects were independent or interacted (if view-specific codes were also size-specific, as suggested by some models 4, 16, 40 ) in any brain regions. All analyses contrasting the repetition of objects as a function of same versus different size (for example, 'old' objects repeated under the same view, V s S d > V s S s ) and all tests for repetition effects unique to preserving both size and view (namely, regions showing an interaction of size and view) yielded no significant differences, even at liberal statistical thresholds. These findings support the idea that our fMRI repetition priming effects arise in object representations that generalize across different retinal-image sizes 20, 31 .
Brain regions coding objects in a view-specific manner were identified by the main effect of changing viewpoint-comparing novel versus same views of 'old' repeated objects, regardless of whether they had the same or different size (
The absence of size effects ensured that any viewpoint effects in this comparison did not result from other basic changes in the retinal image. Such view-dependent (but size-independent) repetition decreases were observed in right fusiform gyrus ( Table 4 ; Fig. 3a, b , and e). There were also significant view-dependent repetition decreases in right posterior parietal cortex and right superior lateral occipital cortex. However, these parieto-occipital regions showed a different pattern than the fusiform. Right fusiform responses to same views (irrespective of size) decreased, but those to novel views of 'old' objects and entirely new objects did not ( Fig. 3b and e) . By contrast, right parietal and superior occipital responses showed not only a moderate decrease to same views, but also a greater activation by new views of 'old' objects than by entirely new objects ( Fig. 3g and h) . View-dependent effects in parietooccipital regions may therefore implicate mechanisms different from standard repetition priming (possibly some mental rotation processes engaged by recognizing known items in a novel orientation 10, 12 or object-directed tacit motor processes). Finally, we identified areas showing repetition effects across the most extreme changes in visual appearance for the same object, by comparing 'old' objects repeated with both a different size and a different view against entirely new objects (V d S d < RO new ). Recall that behavioral priming was found even for this comparison. In the fMRI data, this contrast revealed a significant effect in left fusiform gyrus alone (Table 4; Fig. 3d) . A greater view dependency in the right hemisphere, compared with the greater generalization across changed viewpoint in the left hemisphere (Fig. 3c and f) , was confirmed by an ANOVA on fusiform activity across all conditions showing a view × hemisphere interaction (F 1,10 = 5.55, P = 0.04). There was no main effect of size or any other interaction.
Thus, whereas the right fusiform showed view-dependent but size-independent priming, the left fusiform showed generalization across views and sizes. These findings were corroborated by single-subject analyses in which we first identified regions showing maximal repetition effects in the independent dataset of experiment 1, and then examined fMRI responses in the same voxels for the critical conditions of experiment 2. For each participant, we selected bilateral peaks in the lateral occipital (mean x, y, z ± 45, -78, 09), posterior fusiform (mean ± 40, -56, -22), and anterior fusiform cortex (mean ± 32, -38, -27).
These analyses again showed view-dependent effects only in the right hemisphere (see also Supplementary Fig. 1 online) , with a significant view × hemisphere interaction in lateral occipital cortex (F 1,10 = 7.2, P < 0.05), posterior fusiform (F 1,10 = 11.6, P < 0.01) and anterior fusiform (F 1,10 = 18.7, P < 0.01). The triple interaction of view × hemisphere × region was also significant (F 1,10 = 4.05, P < 0.05). Objects repeated with a different view produced significant decreases in activity (compared to new objects) in the left hemisphere, in posterior and anterior fusiform (F 1,10 = 13.4 and 9.1, respectively, P < 0.05), but not in lateral occipital cortex (F 1,10 = 1.3).
As in experiment 1, comparing real versus non-sense objects (RO new > NO new ) revealed activations in right fusiform, left posterior parietal and left parahippocampal cortex ( Table 3) . Again, no region in occipito-temporal cortex was activated more by nonsense than by real objects.
Responses specific to retinal size
To verify that our manipulation of object size was effective, we carried out an additional analysis comparing large versus small objects, pooling across repetition and type (real or non-sense). This revealed marked activity increases in retinotopic areas around the calcarine sulcus (primary visual cortex; Table 5 and 
DISCUSSION
These results point to dissociable and lateralized neural components in the ventral visual system, each associated with perceptual learning at a different stage of object representation (Fig. 5) . Bilateral regions in lateral occipital and posterior inferior temporal cortex showed repetition-related decreases independent of previous object knowledge (for both non-sense and real items). More rostral and ventral regions in the posterior fusiform were affected most by repetition of the real objects, though still responding to non-sense objects, whereas anterior fusiform regions were selectively engaged by meaningful stimuli (experiment 1) and showed generalization across changed visual appearance (experiment 2). The greater repetition effects for real versus non-sense objects in fusiform also corresponded with an overall enhanced fusiform activity for real objects, regardless of repetition ( Table 3 and Fig. 2 ). This object selectivity probably did not result from differences in physical features between real and non-sense stimuli: heterogeneous sets were used for both, the result was found in both experiments (and for different item subsets within experiment 1), the sets did not differentially activate early visual cortex, and no area was activated more by non-sense than by real objects. The object selectivity may reflect an activation of pre-existing object representations, although we cannot entirely exclude the possibility that the object-decision task contributed to this effect. Above these posterior-anterior differences, we found a left-right hemispheric asymmetry. Right fusiform responses to repetition priming were view dependent, showing greater decreases with the same viewpoint compared with different viewpoints. Changes in size did not matter. By contrast, priming in the left fusiform generalized across viewpoint as well as size (experiment 2), indicating that abstract, view-independent representations were involved. This view-invariant priming for meaningful objects in left fusiform was evidently visual, being independent of lexico-semantic factors (such as name . Future studies may confirm that these results reflect priming of object recognition per se, unrelated to repetition of the task itself (for example, by using different tasks for experiments 1 and 2). Our findings extend earlier imaging studies of object-repetition priming that broadly distinguished perceptual from conceptual 23, 24, 26, 28 or lexical-phonological 29 processes in temporal and frontal regions. Here, we show that perceptual visual representations in temporal cortex can be fractionated into distinct neuronal components with different selectivity. In support of proposals that some priming effects depend on existing representations in the recognition system 25, 30 , non-sense 3D objects (that were structurally possible) produced only weak repetition effects in lateral occipital and posterior temporal regions. Although this is consistent with the recently ascribed role of the 'lateral occipital complex' (LOC) in processing both familiar and unfamiliar shapes [32] [33] [34] 38, 41 , our data indicate that this region probably comprises distinct dorsal and ventral components 31, 42 . Responses of the lateral occipital cortex (proper) to real versus non-sense objects were indistinguishable, but inferior temporal and fusiform gyri showed stronger responses and repetition decreases for real objects.
Stimulus size did not alter repetition effects in lateral occipital and ventral temporal areas, although the size differences produced substantial effects in early retinotopic cortex. This suggests that shape representation in these former areas is largely scale invariant. Other reports using fMRI adaptation (with blocks in which the same image repeats immediately and predictably, unlike here) showed that responses in LOC are invariant to changes in stimulus size, position and contour cues [31] [32] [33] 41 . These areas may be critical for extracting coherent shapes or bounded surfaces, rather than for recognizing objects per se. Previous studies did not, however, find LOC adaptation that was invariant to viewpoint 31 . Using wholebrain imaging, in a long-term repetition rather than adaptation design, we were able to demonstrate distinct view-dependent versus view-specific visual priming effects relating to object recognition in the human visual cortex.
Our most critical finding was that changes in viewpoint produced differential repetition effects for real objects in left versus right fusiform regions. Right fusiform showed greater primingrelated decreases with repetition of the same viewpoint, irrespective of size, suggesting that neuronal populations in that region encode specific views of objects in a size-invariant manner. By contrast, homologous areas in left fusiform showed primingrelated decreases regardless of viewpoint, indicating neurons with greater object constancy across changes in inputs. Our data not only show that the visual system forms some view-specific representations even for familiar objects 3, 5, 15, 40, 43 , but also provide new evidence that other neuronal populations represent familiar objects in a more view-invariant form 1, 2, 6, 8 , at least when the same crucial parts are maintained across view changes 2, 8, 9 . Future studies could adapt our design to test invariance across more radical changes in view 2 .
View-specific 3,4,40 and view-invariant 1,6,9 accounts of object recognition have often been regarded as mutually exclusive, but our new imaging data indicate that both may apply (to different neuronal populations). This corresponds with our behavioral data and previous behavioral studies 2, 8, 44 , indicating both view-dependent and view-independent benefits in object priming and learning. Finally, the hemispheric specialization we found for viewpoint specificity versus viewpoint independence is in line with recent behavioral visual-field effects for these forms of priming 44 .
It is important to note that the view-independent left fusiform responses in our study were item specific, and not attributable to semantic or name repetition 24, 28 . This contrasts with fMRI findings of some fusiform asymmetry in object priming 28 , where image-specific effects were found bilaterally and generalization to same-category exemplars was found in the left hemisphere. If pairs of exemplars were visually more similar in that study 28 than in ours, left fusiform priming might reflect some sharing of characteristic visual features between objects of the same kind, rather than more abstract categorical factors. Left fusiform neurons might code for view-independent conjunctions of characteristic features 1,2 , whereas right fusiform might represent complex features in a view-specific (but scaleinvariant) holistic manner 15, 43, 45 . Such hemispheric specialization could allow the brain to use distinct types of representation conjointly 11, 44 ; it might even underlie the development of lateralized subsystems for face (holistic) and word (part-based) processing, but with bilateral object processing (both holistic Fig. 4 . Retinotopic effects were due to object size (group results, P < 0.001). (a) Regions around the calcarine sulcus, representing the peripheral visual field in primary visual cortex, showed greater activation by larger objects but no repetition priming effect (both experiments). (b) First versus second presentation of the same items in experiment 1. Fig. 5 . Summary of main activation foci in experiments 1 and 2 (group results, P < 0.001). Red areas showed common repetition-priming decreases for both real and non-sense objects (experiment 1). Yellow areas showed greater repetition decreases for real objects repeated with the same view than with a different view (experiment 2). Blue areas showed repetition decreases for real objects previously exposed with a different view and different size, as compared with new real objects (experiment 2). Green areas showed selective repetition decreases for real objects but not non-sense objects (experiment 1).
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and part-based), as suggested by neuropsychological observations in brain-damaged patients 10, 11, 46 . View-independent processing in the left hemisphere could also result, in principle, from convergence of view-dependent representations from the same or opposite (right) hemisphere.
In conclusion, we used repetition-priming in event-related fMRI to assess multiple stages of object processing, from representations insensitive to previous knowledge in lateral occipital cortex, to size-invariant but view-dependent representations in right fusiform versus representations generalizing across both size and view in left fusiform, and finally lexico-semantic stages in left frontal cortex. Our study extends earlier work 31, 33 that showed short-term adaptation to the special case of immediate repetitions of the same image 35, 36 , but found no viewpoint-independence in the selected regions of interest. By targeting neuronal populations that sustain object representations and long-term perceptual learning, we avoided potential attentional confounds and established direct relationships with behavioral priming.
Our results provide new insights into the human visual recognition system, revealing some similarities with monkey neurophysiology 15, 47, 48 and some cortical asymmetries and lexico-semantic processes that may be unique to humans 11, 46 . Moreover, our findings suggest that view-dependent and viewinvariant accounts of object recognition [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 40, 43 should be reconciled, as both may exist 44 in distinct and differentially lateralized brain systems.
METHODS
Subjects.
Twelve neurologically healthy subjects (7 females and 5 males, mean age 27, range 19-39, all right-handed) gave informed consent according to procedures approved by the National Hospital and Institute of Neurology Ethics Committee. The two experiments were carried out in two separate scanning runs during a single session for each participant.
Stimuli. In experiment 1, grayscale photographs of 80 different real objects (all man-made artifacts; no faces, houses or landscapes) and computerized pictures of 40 different non-sense objects (Fig. 1) were shown sequentially and repeated once after a pseudo-random lag (total 240 trials). To minimize the confound of repetition and time elapsed, the lags between the first and second occurrence of each stimulus were systematically distributed within either a relatively short (1-20 intervening stimuli) or long range , with more short than long lags, so that overall trial-ranks largely overlapped for first and second presentations (respectively, range 1-232, median 100; range 5-240, median 120). Pairs of real objects from the same category (for example, two distinct chairs) were divided into two sets (A and B), with all items from set B appearing later than an item from set A with the same name (mean lag 28 ± s.d. 18).
In experiment 2, the same 80 real objects as in experiment 1 were shown again, with either the same or different size (half each, with either 50% size increases or decreases, in equal number), and with either the same or different viewpoint (half each, with 45°rotation of the camera view angle 8 ). These were randomly intermixed with 40 new real objects and 40 new non-sense objects (matched to repeated objects in terms of size) that the subjects had not seen before. The mean pixelwise change 31 between pairs of photographs was calculated as the rootmean-square difference in bitmap gray-level, scaled to have a possible maximum of 1. This index included the common background, which comprised 73% of pixels on average. The indexed change was 0.104 ± 0.041 between photographs of a particular object repeated with different size but same view (0.009 when photographs were first normalized to their mean intensity); 0.103 ± 0.034 for same size but different views (0.008 normalized); and 0.121 ± 0.041 for exemplars from the same semantic category (0.012 normalized). Mean pixelchange did not differ for size changes versus view changes, but was greater (P < 0.0001) for same-category exemplars. The latter was similar to mean changes between two unrelated photographs (0.132 ± 0.047, normalized 0.013). All items were randomized and counterbalanced between conditions and experiments across subjects. As a result, the mean proportion of equivalent stimuli in the old or new category across subjects was 58% ± 3% in experiment 2 (not different from chance, χ 2 (1) = 1.28). Data from experiment 2 were lost for one subject because of technical failure.
Each item was preceded by a fixation cross for 500 ms and presented centrally for 500 ms (mean visual angle 5°or 10°for small or large stimuli), with a mean stimulus onset asynchrony of 4.5 s (randomly jittered between 3.6 and 11.0 s).
Image acquisition. MRI data were acquired on a 2 Tesla Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) VISION system equipped with a head volume coil. Structural images were acquired with a T1-weighted sequence and functional images with a gradient echo-planar T2* sequence using BOLD (blood oxygenation level-dependent) contrast. Each functional image comprised 30 transverse slices (2 mm thickness, 2 mm gap, 64 × 64, 3 × 3 mm 2 pixels, TE = 40 ms) covering the whole brain. A total of 488 functional volumes in experiment 1 and 295 volumes in experiment 2 were acquired continuously with an effective repetition time (TR) of 2.28 s.
Data were analyzed using the general linear model 49 for eventrelated designs using SPM99 software (Wellcome Dept. of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK; http://fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). After all scans were realigned, normalized, time-corrected, and spatially smoothed by an 8 mm FWHM (full-width half-maximum) Gaussian kernel, a high-pass frequency filter (cutoff 120 s) and corrections for auto-correlation between scans were applied to the time series. Individual events were modeled by a standard synthetic hemodynamic response function and its temporal derivative.
Seven event types were defined in each experiment, including the 6 critical experimental stimulus conditions (see above) with correct responses, plus any trials with incorrect responses. Movement parameters derived from realignment corrections (3 translations, 3 rotations) were also entered as covariates of no interest. We used the general linear model to generate parameter estimates of event-related activity at each voxel, for each condition and each subject. Statistical parametric maps of the t-statistic (SPM{t}) generated from linear contrasts between different conditions were transformed to a normal distribution (SPM{Z}). SPM thresholds were set at P = 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons across all voxels showing a main effect of repetition in each experiment (at P < 0.001) 50 . Additional activations are reported at an uncorrected threshold of P < 0.001 for descriptive purposes. Average group results were confirmed by secondary analyses with individual subjects as a random factor where indicated. In separate analyses, the effect of RTs on fMRI activity was examined using independent regressors that modeled a linear parametric modulation of the standard hemodynamic function by the RT, for each event in each subject (mean corrected), and two dichotomous event types (real or non-sense objects; first or second presentation). The effects of stimulus size were examined using four main event types (large or small, real or non-sense objects).
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
